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Abstract. We propose a modified metric based on the Hilbert-Schmidt norm and adopt it to define a
rescaled version of the geometric measure of quantum discord. Such a measure is found not to suffer from
the pathological dependence on state purity. Although the employed metric is still noncontractive under
quantum operations, we show that the resulting indicator of quantum correlations is in agreement with
other bona fide discord measures in a number of physical examples. We present a critical assessment of the
requirements of reliability versus computability when approaching the task of quantifying, or measuring,
general quantum correlations in a bipartite state.
1. Introduction
In recent years, a remarkable effort has been dedicated to study the application of quantum mechanical
laws to increasingly complex systems. Entanglement undoubtedly takes the central stage in the quest for
defining and realizing quantum enhanced tasks, and is generally believed to be the prominent resource for
quantum information processing [1]. Yet in realistic implementations of quantum technologies involving
mixed states, some types of quantum correlations (QCs) can be revealed beyond and even without
entanglement, such as those associated to the notion of quantum discord [2, 3, 4, 5]. Such correlations are
present in any state ρ of a composite system which cannot be described by classical probability theory,
i.e., which is not an embedding of a classical probability distribution. States with nonzero discord are
ubiquitous [6]: a timely question becomes thus that of finding meaningful approaches to quantify the
amount of discord-type QCs in the quantum states of a system under investigation.
The recent literature on the field contains already a vast zoology of proposals for measures discord-
type QCs [9]. One can group them in two main classes: entropic quantities, such as the original
quantum discord itself [2, 3], and geometric ones, such as the geometric discord introduced in [10].
An entropic measure is usually introduced to provide a thermodynamical interpretation of QCs [11, 12],
or to link them to the performance of some quantum protocol [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. The geometric
measures of QC are instead constructed by fixing a metric in the Hilbert space, and then using it to
evaluate the distance between the state under examination and the set of classical (zero discord) states.
In the literature, the term geometric discord is commonly associated to the use of the Hilbert-Schmidt
metric [10, 19], and such QC quantifier has been appreciated for its computability and experimental
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accessibility. In addition, the geometric discord has been linked quantitatively to the performance of
the remote state preparation protocol for two-qubit states [20], and of the same protocol in the context
of hybrid resources (qubit vs harmonic oscillator), when only unitary corrections are allowed on the
remotely prepared state [21]. Yet, as timely commented in [22], the most commonly used geometric
measure of discord suffers two relevant pathologies which endanger its role as a reliable QC quantifier.
The first one appears when we allow the unmeasured party to undergo a non-unitary evolution (described
by a completely positive local operation). It is observed that geometric discord can increase under this
kind of operation [23], in contrast to what happens when the entropic measure is picked [17]. Technically,
such a property is directly related to the non-contractivity of the Hilbert-Schmidt norm [24]. This
implies that, strictly speaking, the geometric discord should only be interpreted as a lower bound to
a well-behaved measure of QCs [22]. The second ‘bug’ arises when one deals with high dimensional
systems [21, 22]. It is found that highly mixed states containing non-zero and even near-maximal QCs
as measured by entropic discord may present negligible geometric quantum discord [21, 25, 26, 27].
Again, this is due to the properties of the Hilbert-Schmidt distance, which is highly sensitive to state
purity. The implication is that geometric discord in high dimensions may fail to be useful even as a lower
bound for QC. As a consequence, in such a case, the information-theoretical interpretation of geometric
discord, and more generally the relationship between the efficiency of selected quantum protocols and
QC measures, may be overrated when not misunderstood. It is worth to mention that both problems
may be fixed by choosing a more suitable and mathematically well behaved metric, such as the trace
distance [28, 29] or the Bures distance [30, 31, 32]. Unfortunately, this means in most cases that explicit
computability has to be given up [9].
In this paper, we propose an improved recipe to use the Hilbert-Schmidt norm to define a distance in
state space, and hence a geometric measure of QCs. Our main aim is to prevent the QC measure from
being biased by the global purity of the state, hence answering the main concern reported in [22], while
still exploiting the low computational demands of the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. The method adopted is
the following: first, we define a Hilbert space metric which is based on the Hilbert-Schmidt norm, but
is not bounded by the purity of the input states; then, we derive a computable QC geometric quantifier
based on such distance, and study its behaviour in a number of explicit examples where the original
geometric discord is known to be meaningless. In all the considered case studies, we observe that
the newly introduced quantity behaves similarly to the entropic discord, and it could thus serve as a
meaningful indicator of discord-like QCs. However, the new measure still inherits the non-contractive
behaviour under quantum channels. We thus argue that, as a means to provide analytical insight onto the
behaviour of discord-like correlations, the new measure is always preferable to the original geometric
discord, yet more investigations are required to evaluate the extent to which the former is reliable beyond
the presented examples.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the definitions and main properties of the
two main QC measures, the entropic and geometric discord, discussing the current related issues. In
section 3 and subsections, we introduce a distance in the space of quantum states, from which we derive
a computable QC geometric measure, called ‘rescaled geometric discord’. In Section 4 we study the
reliability of the newly introduced measure in a number of relevant case studies, showing that it is able to
overcome some of the pathologies associated to the original geometric discord. A comparison between
the rescaled geometric discord and entanglement measured by the negativity is discussed in Section 5.
Our conclusions are presented in Section 6. In Appendix A we discuss the evaluation of the new measure
in 2 × d and dA × dB systems, while the extension of our measure to continuous variable Gaussian states
is discussed in Appendix B.
2. Quantum discord and geometric quantum discord
We denote by ρ a generic bipartite quantum state with support in a Hilbert space with tensor product
structure HAB = HA ⊗ HB. The entropic quantum discord [2, 3] measures the amount of correlations,
between the subsystems, that is lost by making a local measurement, say on the system A. The explicit
formula reads
DA(ρ) = S(ρA) − S(ρ) + min{Π j}
∑
p jS
(
ρ
Π j
B|A
)
, (1)
where S(·) indicates the Von Neumann entropy, ρA = TrB{ρ}, {Π j} denotes a complete set of projectors
in HA, with Π jΠk = Π jδ jk,∑ j Π j = IA, p j = Tr{ρΠ j}, ρΠ jB|A = TrA{Π jρΠ j}/p j. The minimization of
the conditional entropy is typically performed over all possible rank-1 complete projectors sets, while in
some cases it may be extended to generalized measurements (POVM). It is found that discord vanishes
for the so called classical-quantum states, which take the form
χ =
∑
pi|i〉A〈i| ⊗ ρiB, (2)
where
∑
i pi = 1 and {|i〉} is an orthonormal vector set. Quantum discord does not increase under local
operations—i.e., completely positive and trace preserving (CPTP) maps—on the unmeasured party B,
that is
DA([IA ⊗ ΛB]ρ) ≤ DA(ρ). (3)
Conversely, CPTP maps on subsystem A can increase and even create quantum discord when applied to
classically correlated states [7, 8]. From now on we shall omit the label A, assuming that measurements
are always performed on subsystem A. The monotonicity in Eq. (3) has been recognized as a requirement
for all bona fide measures of QCs beyond entanglement [9, 17, 33].
Due to the hard optimization problem inherent to the definition of quantum discord, no general
analytic expression has been found so far, even for two-qubit states [34]; an exception is represented
by two-mode continuous variable Gaussian states, where entropic discord (constrained to Gaussian
measurements) [35] is computable [36]. This is one of the reasons that led to the introduction of
geometric QC measures whose evaluation, in some cases, poses lower computational demands as
compared to the entropic discord. The latter measures have been employed to study the dynamics of
QCs in open quantum systems and in general in problems where an intensive data analysis is required
[9].
For a bipartite state ρ, the geometric discord with measurements on A [10] was originally defined as
the distance between the state and the set of classical-quantum states of the form of Eq. (2). Alternatively,
it can be defined as the minimum (squared) distance between the state and the set of ‘post-measurement’
states obtained after a local projective measurement:
DG(ρ) = αA min
Π
‖ρ − Π[ρ]‖2, (4)
where αA is a normalization constant depending on the dimension of HA, Π[ρ] = ∑i ΠiρΠi is the post-
measurement state, and {Πi} is a complete set of rank-1 projectors on A, as above. We shall adopt the
convention
αA =
dA
dA − 1 , (5)
where dA = dim{HA}. When the norm (and hence the distance) used is induced by the Hilbert-Schmidt
scalar product, i.e. ‖A‖ =
√
Tr{A†A}, the two definitions are equivalent [19], while in general the two
geometric approaches may yield different results. Just as the entropic discord, the geometric measure
vanishes for classical-quantum states and can increase when a CPTP map is applied to the measured
subsystem. Moreover, due to the choice of the Hilbert-Schmidt metric, its evaluation poses fewer
difficulties as compared to the entropic discord: closed analytical expressions have been provided for
general states of 2×d systems and two-mode Gaussian states [10, 19, 37, 38, 39, 25]. On the other hand,
the choice of the Hilbert-Schmidt metric is at the heart of the ‘pathologies’ pointed out in [22]. One can
note that quantum states with different purities have a different Hilbert-Schmidt norm: ‖ρ‖ = √Tr{ρ2}.
Then, the induced metric is bounded by the input purities as
‖ρ1 − ρ2‖ ≤ ‖ρ1‖ + ‖ρ2‖ =
√
Tr{ρ21} +
√
Tr{ρ22}. (6)
This implies that the employed metric does not yield reliable information about the distinguishability
of mixed states. This problem becomes particularly prominent in a high-dimensional Hilbert space:
one can easily construct a pair of highly mixed states with mutually orthogonal supports, leading to the
paradoxical situation in which perfectly distinguishable states appear to be very close to each other in
Hilbert-Schmidt norm. In the context of QCs, this brings about two major issues: first, it is possible
to construct highly discordant (even entangled) states that possess vanishing geometric discord [21];
second, the geometric discord becomes ill-defined when ancillary systems are considered, even if the
latter are completely uncorrelated with the main system [22]. Additionally, as already pointed out, the
geometric discord is not monotonically decreasing under CPTP maps on the subsystem B: one can find
states and channels such thatDG(ρ) ≤ DG([I ⊗ Λ]ρ) [23].
3. Proposed deformation of the Hilbert-Schmidt distance and rescaled discord
In this section, we propose an alternative metric in the state space for the evaluation of the distance
between two density matrices. Subsequently, we shall apply such metric to the computation of geometric
discord. Our aim is to preserve the low computational demands of the Hilbert-Schmidt metric, while at
the same time avoiding its sensitivity to the mixedness of the input states. To treat states of different
purities on the same footing, we propose to normalize each state by its Hilbert-Schmidt norm. Hence,
given two density matrices ρ1, ρ2, we define their distance as
dT (ρ1, ρ2) ≡
∥∥∥∥∥ ρ1‖ρ1‖ − ρ2‖ρ2‖
∥∥∥∥∥, (7)
where ‖ · ‖ indicates, once again, the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. It is trivial to prove that the expression (7) is
positive, symmetric and satisfies the triangular inequality. Moreover, the additional constraint of ρ1, ρ2
being density matrices implies that dT (ρ1, ρ2) = 0 ⇔ ρ1 = ρ2. This means that dT is a well defined
metric in the space of quantum states. We may then use it to define the “rescaled geometric discord”
(rescaled discord for brevity)DT (ρ), by modifying Eq. (4) in the following way
DT (ρ) = βA min
Π
dT (ρ,Π[ρ])2, (8)
with βA a normalization constant which is again dependent on the dimension of HA. If we restrict the
minimization to projective measurements, it is possible to connect the two geometric measures in an
elegant way. (Generalized measurements will only be considered when dealing with Gaussian states, see
Appendix B). Eq. (4) involves the minimization of the quantity
QHS = ‖ρ − Π[ρ]‖2 = Tr{ρ2} − Tr{ρΠ[ρ]}, (9)
where the second equality requires that Tr{ρΠ[ρ]} = Tr{Π[ρ]2}, valid only in the projective case. On the
other hand, in Eq. (8) we have to minimize the quantity
QT = dT (ρ,Π[ρ])2 = 2 − 2
√
Tr{ρΠ[ρ]}
Tr{ρ2} = 2 − 2
√
1 − QHS
Tr{ρ2} . (10)
The last expression states that, keeping fixed the initial state ρ, the quantity QT is a monotonically
increasing function of QHS. Hence, the projective measurements minimizing the geometric and the
rescaled discord are the same, independently on the dimensionality of the system, and from Eq. (10) it
follows that
min
Π
QT = 2 − 2
√
1 − DG(ρ)
αATr{ρ2} . (11)
Incidentally, this also implies that minimizing Eq. (8) is equivalent to minimizing the distance between
the state ρ and the set of classical-quantum states of the form (2), as it was the case for the original
geometric discord [19]. We can then employ the complete expression (8), conveniently normalizing it
such that the geometric and rescaled discord are equal for pure, maximally entangled states. In that case
we have
βA =
DmaxG
2 − 2 √1 −DmaxG /αA (12)
whereDmaxG is the value of the geometric discord for a maximally entangled state, equal to 1 if Eq. (5) is
adopted. It follows that
DT (ρ) = βA
2 − 2
√
1 − DG(ρ)
αATr{ρ2}
 . (13)
The above expression shows that the rescaled discord is obtained effectively by renormalizing the original
geometric discord by the purity of the input state. For pure states, Tr{ρ2} = 1 and hence the rescaled
discord becomes simply a function of the geometric discord, and reduces in particular to an entanglement
monotone like the latter.
One can notice that it was enough to adjust the geometric discord by just dividing it by the state purity,
in order to overcome the main pathology pointed out in [22], namely the fact that DG can be changed
by reversible operations on the unmeasured party (like appending a mixed ancilla). The so-adjusted
geometric discord, definable as
D˜G(ρ) = DG(ρ)Tr{ρ2} , (14)
is a simple monotonic function of the rescaled discord DT of Eq. (13). We remark that rescaling
quantities based on the Hilbert-Schmidt metric by the state purity has been already considered in other
information-theoretical settings [40, 41], where such an operation has been regarded as correcting for the
‘effective dimension’ of the involved states [40].
However, as a matter of fact the rescaled geometric measure inherits from DG the non-contractivity
problem under CPTP evolutions on the unmeasured system: in particular, the counterexamples in [23]
affect DT and D˜G as well. This means that the newly found quantity is again to be regarded as an
indicator rather than as a full-fledged measure of QCs. One might define such a bona fide measure
by introducing a maximization for DT over all CPTP operations on the unmeasured subsystem B, as
suggested in [22], although this would render the corresponding measure practically uncomputable.
Nevertheless, the case studies provided in 4 suggest that our lower bound DT may be a meaningful
estimator of the QC content of bipartite states, regardless of their purity and of the dimensionality of the
systems involved. We reiterate that any analytical insight based on DT and D˜G should be backed up,
even if just numerically, by parallel studies based on fully well-behaved measures, such as the entropic
discord or geometric measures based on contractive distances.
4. Case studies
In this section we investigate the reliability of the rescaled discord in estimating the QC content of
bipartite states. To do so, we shall consider three case studies which are well established as being
exemplary test-beds for any meaningful QC quantifier. We shall see that, in each of the selected cases,
the rescaled discord DT is a good indicator of the QC content of the considered states, reproducing
their behaviour as measured by the entropic discord. In contrast, the unrescaled geometric discord DG
progressively loses reliability as the mixedness of the considered states is increased.
4.1. DQC1 model
In our first case study we compare entropic and geometric QC quantifiers in a non-universal model of
quantum computation. The DQC1 (deterministic quantum computation with one clean bit) [42] is a
protocol which estimates the trace of a unitary matrix, say U. This is a paradigmatic case for the study
of QCs: fixing the desired accuracy of the estimation, discordant states may provide exponential speed
up with respect to classical ones, whilst entanglement is negligible over all the computation [42]. In this
sense, quantum discord was proposed as the possible explanation behind the power of DQC1 [13].
The model is described as follows. The resources are an ancillary qubit ρA = 12 (I2+µσz) and a register
of n qubits in a maximally mixed state, ρB = 12n In. They are initially in a product state ρin = ρA ⊗ ρB.
Firstly, a Hadamard gate is applied to the ancilla, followed by a global control-U operation. Then, spin
measurements are made on the ancilla, and from their outcomes one can retrieve information on the trace
of the matrix U. The scheme can be described by the following circuit
1
2 (I2 + µσz) H •
In/2n U
(15)
The output state, before the measurement, may be expressed in the ancillary qubit basis as
ρout =
1
2n+1
(
In µU†
µU In
)
, (16)
while the final (reduced) state of the ancilla reads
ρoutA =
1
2
(
1 µTr[U†]
µTr[U] 1
)
. (17)
It is immediate to see that: 〈σ1〉ρoutA = µ Re [Tr[U]] , 〈σ2〉ρoutA = µ Im [Tr[U]]. This shows that, as
anticipated, the efficiency of the protocol (keeping fixed the desired accuracy on the estimation of Tr[U])
is solely dependent on the ancilla initial polarization µ, and not on the dimensionality of the unitary U.
The QCs between ancilla and register in the output state have been studied by using both entropic
and geometric measures at both theoretical and experimental level [13, 43, 44, 26, 9]. It was found
that entropic discord is independent of the dimension of the system, as a reliable figure of merit of the
protocol should be, while geometric discord monotonically decreases by increasing the number of qubits
in the register. As extensively discussed, this is due to the inadequacy of the Hilbert-Schmidt metric
in distinguishing mixed states. Now, we can study the behaviour of a properly normalized geometric
measure as given by Eq. (14) or (13), and compare it to the entropic and geometric discord. For the
entropic discord, one has the approximate expression [13]
D(ρout) ∼ 2 + h
{
1 − µ
2
}
+ h
{
1 + µ
2
}
− log2
{
1 −
√
1 − µ2
}
−
(
1 −
√
1 − µ2
)
log2{e},
where h{x} = x log2{x}. Easy calculations return the values of the geometric discord and consequently of
its normalized counterparts [39]. We study the evolution of the four quantities by varying the polarization
of the ancilla in Fig. 1 (Left). The geometric discord reveals its dependence on the purity of the global
state, which makes its evolution depressed with respect to the evolution of the other quantities. Then,
in Fig. 1 (Right), we fix the ancilla polarization and modulate the number of qubits in the register. It is
found that our proper rescaling allows to associate even a geometric QC measure, i.e., DT or D˜G, with
the performance of the protocol.
4.2. Qubit-oscillator states
We consider here a family of correlated states of one qubit A and one continuous variable harmonic
oscillator B of the form
ρ= p|0〉〈0| D(β)ρ0BD†(β) + (1−p)|1〉〈1| D†(β)ρ0BD(β) + r|0〉〈1| D(β)ρ0BD(β) + r∗|1〉〈0| D†(β)ρ0BD†(β), (18)
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Figure 1. (Left) DQC1 model: QCs between ancilla of polarization µ and the three-qubit register in the
output state. We consider the implementation of [44], where the register consists of a three-qubit state
and the unitary is given by U = diag(a, a, b, 1, a, b, 1, 1), with a = −(e−i3pi/5)4, b = (ei3pi/5)8. Green dashed
line: geometric discord DG; Black dot-dashed line: entropic discord D; Red line: rescaled discord DT ;
Blue dotted line: D˜G = DG/Tr{ρ2out}. (Right) DQC1 model: here we fix the ancilla polarization being
µ = 0.5 and vary the dimension of the register, i.e., the number of qubits n. We consider unitaries U
such that Tr[U] = Tr[U2] = 0, with uniformly distributed eigenvalues, which allow for the analytical
evaluation of entropic and geometric discord [13]. Green dashed line: geometric discordDG; Black dot-
dashed line: entropic discord D; Red line: rescaled discord DT ; Blue dotted line: D˜G = DG/Tr{ρ2out}.
It is immediate to appreciate the peculiar decay of geometric discord for high dimensions, while the
entropic and rescaled discord are constant.
where 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, |r|2 ≤ p(1 − p), D(β) is the oscillator’s displacement operator and ρ0B is a generic
oscillator initial state, see [21] for details. We shall focus on the limit in which ρ0B is highly mixed, that
is, Tr{(ρ0B)2} ∼ 0, and |β| → ∞, which in practice means |β| large enough such that the overlap between
the two phase-space domains, associated to ρ0B displaced by β, and to ρ
0
B displaced by −β, becomes
negligible. In these limits, analytic results are available for the negativity N , the geometric discord DG,
and a meaningful lower bound DLo to the entropic discord of these states [21]. From the knowledge
of DG, analytic results for D˜G and DT follow trivially and shall not be presented here for brevity. It
is found that the geometric discord (for measurements on the qubit) of the states (18), in the described
parameter regime, is always negligible. On the other hand, the entropic discord and even the negativity
are nonzero as far as r , 0, clearly indicating the inadequacy of geometric discord in capturing the
nonclassical character of the states of Eq. (18) [21]. In contrast, Fig. 2 shows that the rescaled discord
provides nontrivial upper and lower bounds to the quantityDLo, for all physical values of the parameters
r and p.
4.3. Werner states of d × d systems.
As a final example, we investigate the reliability of the rescaled discord for generic d × d systems. Due
to the complexity of evaluating QCs in high dimensions, we shall limit our investigations to a class of
highly symmetric states, which allow for the analytical calculation of both D and DG. (A lower bound
toDT for generic dA × dB states is presented in Appendix A.2). The Werner states are defined as
ρW(λ) =
2(1 − λ)
d(d + 1)
Π+ +
2λ
d(d − 1)Π
−, (19)
where Π± ≡ (I ± F)/2 are the projections over the symmetric and antisymmetric subspaces of Cd ⊗ Cd
respectively, F being the swap operator F(|φ〉 ⊗ |ψ〉) = |ψ〉 ⊗ |φ〉. In terms of the entropic discord, these
states enjoy a nonclassical character, regardless of the dimension d, for all but one special value of
Figure 2. Measures of QCs in the qubit-oscillator states of Eq. (18). (Left) Parametric plot of the
quantities DLo (horizontal axis) and D˜G (vertical axis), for all physical values of the parameters p, r.
(Right) Parametric plot of DLo and DT . The plots show how the rescaled geometric discord provides
upper and lower bounds to DLo, as opposed to the geometric discord DG which is negligible for all
values of p, r [21].
the parameter λ. The geometric discord, however, tends to underestimate such nonclassicality as the
dimension d is increased, due to the corresponding increase in state mixedness [45]. Fig. 3 shows how
the rescaled discord captures well the qualitative behaviour of the entropic discord of Werner states.
5. Relationship between rescaled discord and entanglement
In this section, we investigate the relationship between the rescaled discord and entanglement, in the
form of negativity [1], in the spirit of [46]. It is often said that QCs go beyond entanglement. This
statement can be made quantitative in several cases. In general, for every entanglement monotone E,
Ref. [33] proves that there exists a valid measure DE of QCs which reduces to E for pure bipartite
states, and satisfies the hierarchy DE ≥ E for mixed bipartite states. Unfortunately, these measures are
often hardly computable, as it is the case for those quantifiers based on the relative entropy distance
[47]. In Ref. [46], favoring as in this paper measures enjoying computability in relevant cases, it was
shown that a simple hierarchy between QCs and entanglement can be proven for general states of two-
qubit systems, involving the geometric discordDG [10] and the squared negativity N2 [1], respectively.
Namely, DG(ρ) ≥ N2(ρ) for ρ ∈ C2 ⊗ C2, with equality on pure states. Initially conjectured for higher
dimensional states as well, such a hierarchy has been disproven already in 2 × 3 systems [48], while
suitable modifications of it hold [49]. We recall that the negativity, normalized to 1, can be defined as
N(ρ) = 1
dA − 1(‖ρ
tA‖1 − 1) , (20)
where ‖M‖1 = Tr|M| = ∑i |mi| is the trace norm, and ρtA denotes the partial transpose of the bipartite
state ρ with respect to the degrees of freedom of subsystem A [1].
It is interesting to study whether the rescaled discord provides an upper bound to the squared
negativity for a larger set of states. This is in principle possible, since trivially D˜G ≥ DG as the purity
is a quantity between 0 and 1. We have generated a large sample of random states of 2 × d systems
with d = 2, 3, 4, . . .. In Fig. 4, we plot the complete rescaled DT [Eq. (13)] versus N for such random
states. With this choice of quantifiers, the hierarchy would read DT ≥
[
2 − √4 − 2N2
]
/(2 − √2). The
results of [46] imply that the rescaled hierarchy is still valid for d = 2. Interestingly, we have obtained
extensive numerical evidence of its validity for d = 3 as well (whereas DG ≥ N2 does not generally
hold for any d > 2 [48]), while we found a few states violating the rescaled hierarchy for d ≥ 4. These
violations correspond to mixed, entangled states whose rescaled discord is smaller than the one of the
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Figure 3. Behaviour of QC quantifiers for d × d Werner states ρW , as functions of the parameter λ and
the dimension d. Green dashed line: geometric discord DG; Black dot-dashed line: entropic discord D
(normalized by log2 d); Red line: rescaled discord DT ; Blue dotted line: D˜G = DG/Tr{ρ2}. The top
two plots are obtained by fixing the dimension d and varying λ: in this case the three curvesD,DT , D˜G
have a qualitatively similar behaviour, while DG shows little deviation from zero, especially in high
dimensions. In the bottom plots λ is kept fixed and the dimension d is varied. The geometric discord
becomes rapidly negligible with increasing dimension, regardless of λ, while the other three quantities
stabilize to a constant nonzero value which is different for each quantifier and depends on λ.
Figure 4. Interplay between rescaled discord DT and negativity N for states of (from Left to Right)
2 × 2, 2 × 3, and 2 × 4 systems. In each plot, 105 random states are represented, while the red curves
accommodate pure states. Some points are visible below the pure-state boundary in the 2 × 4 case
(Rightmost panel).
corresponding pure states with the same degree of negativity. We leave our readers to face the task of
providing analytical corroboration of these findings, perhaps exploiting the methods of [48, 49].
6. Conclusions
The study of QCs other than entanglement is still in its infancy [9]. It is important at this stage to
highlight which approaches and methods provide reliable results, and which ones lead to an incorrect
understanding of the nature and the role of these important nonclassical features of quantum states.
Employing a QC measure based on the Hilbert-Schmidt distance, as the geometric discord, dramatically
simplifies calculations—that was indeed the original aim of the authors in [10]. On the other hand, the
price to pay is a limited reliability and applicative power of the measure. Whenever the purity of the
global state is not kept fixed, e.g., the evolution of the system is not unitary, geometric discord cannot be
employed as a QC measure [22]. In this paper, we explored a path to correct for this, by identifying the
dependence on state purity as a crucial pathology of the geometric discord. We preferred to maintain
computability, and hence proposed a suitable deformation of the Hilbert-Schmidt distance. There
are other bona fide geometric quantifiers, based on contractive distances such as the relative entropy
[47, 17, 15], the trace norm [28, 29], or the Bures distance [30, 31, 32], which generate reliable measures
of QCs, and can properly describe their dynamical evolution, for example when the state is embedded
in and interacts with an environment [9]. However, they remain hard to access computationally if not
for very special cases. To the best of our knowledge, the only QC quantifier to date that combines both
reliability and computability (the latter in dimension 2 × d) is the so-called ‘local quantum uncertainty’
introduced very recently in [50].
Our findings suggest that any study where the geometric discordDG is employed without a rescaling
by the state purity is likely to return, apart from special circumstances, not entirely trustworthy results
even in the restricted setting of two-qubit states. Our rescaled discordDT was here adopted in a number
of test cases, returning results in good qualitative and quantitative agreement with what expected based
on the scenarios considered and on other known QC measures. However, due to the lack of contractivity
of the new metric, we emphasize that further investigations are required to assess, in more quantitative
terms, the extent of applicability of such QC indicator. Very recently, it has been found that all known
bona fide (entropic or distance-based) measures of discord exhibits a peculiar phenomenon under certain
dynamical conditions: they stay constant on a class of two-qubit Bell diagonal states when undergoing
particular nondissipative decoherence channels up to a critical time. Interestingly, the rescaled discord
introduced here side up with the other measures in exhibiting this phenomenon [30], unlike the original
DG. This extends the reliability of the new quantifier to incorporate paradigmatic features of QCs. We
believe it could be of interest to investigate further deformations of the Hilbert-Schmidt metric, or closely
related metrics, in an attempt to preserve its appealing computability while possibly curing all of its
pathologies.
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Appendix A. Evaluation of the rescaled discord
When only projective measurements are considered, Eqs. (13) and (14) imply that any analytic result
available in the literature for the geometric discord can be exploited straightforwardly to provide the
rescaled discord. In the present section, we shall review the available results for the relevant cases of
qubit-qudit and qudit-qudit systems.
Appendix A.1. Qubit-qudit systems
We start by analyzing the situation of a bipartite system composed of a qubit and a qudit (where the
dimension d of the latter may be finite or infinite), and we shall evaluate the rescaled discord for
measurements on the qubit. Here we briefly recall the approach of reference [21] which is based on
a Bloch expansion of the total state of the composite system as
ρ =
1
2
(v · σ) (A.1)
with σ = (I, ~σ) = (I, σx, σy, σz) being the 2 × 2 identity operator and the three Pauli matrices acting on
the qubit A, while v = (v0,~v) is a four dimensional vector of operators inHB, defined as v0 = TrA{ρ} and
~v = TrA{~σρ}. After the introduction of the 3 × 3 dimensional symmetric matrix
S = TrB{~v~vᵀ}, (A.2)
the geometric discord is given by
DG(ρ) = Tr{S} − λmax(S) (A.3)
where λmax(S) is the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix S associated to the state ρ. Upon substituting
Eq. (A.3) into (13) we obtain the rescaled discord.
Appendix A.2. Qudit-qudit systems
We show here how to tackle the calculation of the rescaled discord for a generic bipartite system of
dimension dA × dB. In particular, it is possible to recast the problem as a constrained optimization of
a multivariate polynomial, to which we derive an explicit lower bound. From Eq. (10) we deduce that
we have to study the maximum of the function Tr{ρΠ[ρ]} over all the possible non-degenerate projective
measurements onHA. We now take a generic bipartite density operator ρ and fix a ‘computational’ basis
{|1〉, |2〉..., |dA〉} for the subsystem A where dA = dimHA. A generic density operator may be expressed
as
ρ =
∑
n,m
|n〉〈m| ⊗ ρnm (A.4)
where the ρnm = TrA[ρ|m〉〈n|] are operators in HB. A set of complete rank-1 projectors in HA may be
expressed as {P j = |φ j〉〈φ j|}, where {φ j}dAj=1 is an orthonormal basis. Expanding the projectors with respect
to the computational basis, we have
P j =
∑
n,m
|n〉〈m|(P j)nm =
∑
n,m
|n〉〈m|φ j,nφ∗j,m, (A.5)
where we have used |φ j〉 = ∑n φ j,n|n〉. Recalling that Π[ρ] = ∑ j P jρP j, we have
Tr{ρΠ[ρ]} =
∑
j,n,m,p,q
TrB{ρnmρpq}(P j)∗nq(P j)mp =
∑
j,n,m,p,q
TrB{ρnmρpq}φ j,qφ∗j,nφ j,mφ∗j,p. (A.6)
Taking into account the orthonormality of the vectors φ j, we can recast the problem of finding the optimal
projective measurement as the maximization of the quartic form in Eq. (A.6), subject to the dA(dA + 1)/2
constraints ∑
n
φ j,nφ
∗
j′,n = δ j j′ j ≤ j′ = 1, 2, ..., dA. (A.7)
Such a problem may be attacked via the standard Lagrange multipliers method. Here, we shall be
satisfied with finding an explicit lower bound to the rescaled discord in dA × dB systems. To do so,
we can reinterpret the matrix elements (P j)nm = φ j,nφ∗j,m as being the components of a column vector of
length d2A. The resulting vectors will be denoted by ~P j, where the arrow helps in distinguishing the two
interpretations. It is easy to check that the orthogonality condition between projectors, P jPk = P jδ jk,
implies that in the new representation we have
~P†j ~Pk = δ jk. (A.8)
With these new definitions we can rewrite Eq. (A.6) as
Tr{ρΠ[ρ]} =
∑
j
~P†jA~P j (A.9)
where A is a d2A × d2A matrix whose elements are A{n,q},{m,p} = TrB[ρnmρpq]. Equation (A.9) is a sum
of dA bilinear forms. Each term is bounded by the largest eigenvalue of the matrix A. However,
since the vectors ~P j are orthonormal, each eigenvalue may be taken only once, and the maximum
of Eq. (A.6) is upper bounded by the sum of the dA largest eigenvalues of the matrix A, that is,
maxΠ Tr{ρΠ[ρ]} ≤ λ1(A) + λ2(A) + . . . + λdA(A). The inequality sign is due to the fact that, in general,
equality may be reached by vectors (~P j) whose d2A elements are not in the required form (P j)nm = φ j,nφ
∗
j,m.
Therefore, we obtain in general a lower bound to the rescaled discord as
DLoT (ρ) = max
0, βA
(
2 − 2
√
λ1(A) + λ2(A) + . . . + λdA(A)
Tr{ρ2}
) . (A.10)
Appendix B. Rescaled discord for two-mode Gaussian states
In this section we study the rescaled discord for the important class of Gaussian states of bipartite CV
systems. The Gaussian geometric discord has been introduced in [25], and here, following the same
approach, we allow for generalized measurements (POVMs) on the system A, restricting them to the
class of Gaussian measurements. As the measurements may not be projective it follows that equations
(14) and (13) do not hold anymore, thus there is no simple relationship between the Gaussian geometric
discord and our rescaled geometric measure.
The restriction to Gaussian measurements allows to obtain analytical closed formulas for both
geometric and rescaled discord. Expanding Eq. (8) without the assumption of projective measurements,
we obtain
DGT (ρ) = min
1 − Tr[ρΠ(ρ)]√
Tr[ρ2]Tr
[
Π(ρ)2
] = 1 − 1√
Trρ2
max
 Tr[ρΠ(ρ)]√
Tr[Π(ρ)2]
 , (B.1)
where we have chosen the multiplicative constant βA = 1/2 for convenience.
Correlations in bipartite Gaussian states depend only on the associated covariance matrix Σ and are
invariant under local unitary operations [52]. Focusing on two-mode states, we can simplify the problem
and assume covariance matrices written in the standard form
Σ =

a 0 c 0
0 a 0 d
c 0 b 0
0 d 0 b
 =
(
A C
C B
)
(B.2)
Under a Gaussian POVM on the subsystem A, the total covariance matrix of the bimodal state takes the
uncorrelated form
σ = σA ⊕ σB = [A − C(B + σB)−1C]⊕σB (B.3)
where
σB =
 mλ cos2 θ + m sin2 θλ −m(λ2−1) sin θ cos θλ−m(λ2−1) sin θ cos θλ mλ sin2 θ + m cos2 θλ
 (B.4)
Therefore using the result Tr[ρ1ρ2] = 1/
√
Det[σ1 + σ2]/2, we arrive at a compact form for the Gaussian
rescaled discord of a bimodal Gaussian state, which depends only on the elements of the initial covariance
matrix
DT (ρ) = 1 − (Det[Σ])1/4 max
λ,m,θ
( √Det[σA]Det[σB]
Det[(Σ + σA ⊕ σB)/2]
)1/2
(B.5)
T T
Figure B1. (Left) Rescaled discord DGT restricted to Gaussian measurements versus Gaussian entropic
discord D [35, 36] for 105 random two-mode Gaussian states; the plot suggests that Gaussian
measurements are not optimal to minimize the distance in the definition of the rescaled discord, Eq. (8),
as it can be expected from the analysis of [53]. (Right) Rescaled discord DT versus entropic discord
D for 105 random two-qubit states; the entropic discord is evaluated numerically in this case. In both
panels, the red curves accommodate pure states.
and the maximization is taken over the parameters 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2pi, λ ≥ 0 and m ≥ 1 which characterize the
POVM. For more details we suggest the following references [36, 35, 25].
The maximization can be performed exactly for any physical value of the parameters a, b, c and
d. The general expression is rather complicated, while a simplified form can be provided in the case
of generally nonsymmetric two-mode squeezed thermal states ρSTS, characterized in standard form by
d = ±c,
DGT (ρSTS) = 1 − 2
√
ab − c2
2ab + 2
√
ab(ab − c2) − c2
(B.6)
The Gaussian geometric discord defined via the Hilbert-Schmidt metric was known to underestimate
the amount of QCs in two-mode Gaussian states compared to the entropic discord [25]. It turns out that
the Gaussian rescaled discord reverses this behaviour, and in fact overestimates the content of QCs in
two-mode Gaussian states. This can be appreciated by comparing DGT versus D for random bimodal
Gaussian states, as shown in Fig. B1(Left). The origin of this undesired behaviour does not seem to be
due to the metric adopted (for example, the use of the Bures distance yields similar results), but rather to
the restriction to Gaussian measurements for the evaluation ofDT .
As shown in [53], while for the evaluation of the entropic discord it is believed that Gaussian
measurements are globally optimal, this is no longer the case for geometric measures of QCs. We
expect that DT , suitably evaluated by optimizing our distance over general measurements (including,
in particular, non-Gaussian measurements such as photon counting), should come down as a reliable
estimator for the content of QCs in general two-mode Gaussian states as well, therefore standing in
comparison to the entropic D similarly to what happens for two-qubit states [Fig. B1(Right)]. This will
be the subject of further investigation.
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